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A0CoMprehensive Overview-a:71 'Ase?:& Assessment

in Srunentiri§:,

"Three frogs feIl-into a barrel ofc=renm. nae first frog
failed: to 'correctly identify the "problem" nt hanz-L, -Thus being
poorIT-motivated to no much of artythinp :=il'uther-nlight, she
stopped kicking, sank to the bottom,

..

'-'11RMECL.

"Frog number two inappropriztely aosei tits problem as a
windfall opportunity. For 'thisambitio t. u, cream was
A resource to be utilized fully. So sh at.,,Tr; -in, frantically'
sopping up the cream. Of course the of available
resources.soon outstripped the frog's C:triestL,,,zapacities. Now
too bloated to swim, frog the second joinedd frog the first in
toad heaven. o

The third.frog was a different hriWO ofF critter, neither.
aimless like the first nor unrealistic ;ectie second. Learning
from her two late friends, she oorreotiv din:posed the problem as
one of survival. Not knowing exactly Amt do., yet realizing
that something had to be done, frog Itrealr_ipt swimming,
slowly kicking, and paddling:constantli. the cream got thicker,
and thicker, and thicker. Afte twl of unceasing effort,
the frog crawledup on top of the Lutte-r jthimped.Out. (Kuh,
HutsOn, Orbaugh, & Byers, 1979)'

The moral of this story is really qui' Ile. In most situations

that requir.?. a response, it is uncommon to z, t :h w! luxury of sufficient time

to analyze the problem at hand and the neekg.

problem in detail. This certainly is true c

in order to dete'rMine needs and, therefore.

response to a problem, correct identificarr

Needs assessment can be considered as.7_7;

is a common topic of conversation among st;x1eft: affairs practitioners.

Hanson and Moors (1978) and Evans (1980)-71traLAsetlbed ways in which-Student

associated with the
-

:udent affairs stafl. However,

appropriate institutional

the problem is critical.

Aiform of problem solving and

needs can be used )t0 design programs. Lennirn and McAleenan (1979) have

presented some of the conceptual and practical issues associated with needs

assessments in student affairs,' and'briefly summarized the steps in a needs



assessment-process. Yet nowhe re. in the student affairs literature has ap-

peered a thorough discussion. comprehensive needs assessment-process. In

this paper,,a ptoblem-focused:meeds assessment process for use in studen!

affairs is outled.

711e Platt: _ice Perspective_

Any attempt:to articulatemmo ant=ationale for needs assessment in

student affairs .-is susceptible ma =:::ite:understatement. Serving,students

encompasses much of what student a- =airs staff do; therefore, it is a matter

of fact that students' needs belmsessedperiodically for staff to decide

howto best serve students. Standing alone, this persPective serves as a

compelling argument for needs assessment activities. Using a more cOmpreNn-
,

sive perspective on the needs;assessment process, student'affairs staff

recognizethat needs assessment is an early and necessary step in the Prograth

Planning, Implementation and Debriefing Cycle.

In FigUre 1, this cycle .g.s depicted as a planning process that begins with

motivation to do something, perhaps stimulated by perceived or felt'needsor

P.

wants. The Preformative-phase of the-Cycle represents-the-time during which -a

student affairs-activity or-program is conceptualized and planned. During this

phase: (1) institutional or anndentproblems_that demand attention are identi-

fied; (2) the extent to which various kinds of needs are exhibited by the target

group(s) is determined (needs ,ammessment); (3) a decision is made concerning

whether the student affairs unit or division has'and.Will commit the required

resources to mount an'effectivemrogram directed toward the group's needs

.(front-end analysis); (4) and a:plan is devised that specifically recommends"
%

goals for and components of a program designed to meet previously identified

needs. (Note that the,program's goals are established after needs are determined



and.that these goals should be compariLlre with division and institutional

goals). The Preformative phase is gmi,inr.:c.by questions.such as: that are

-.the needs of various target groups therrogram is to address? If the program__:____

is to.be based :711 a student develOpmer=theory, what was the rationale for

selecting the tneory? Are the objec of the progr=consistent with

these of the theory? Does the staff-,-rdErstand the thscry well enough to

-dttc,mgn a program based on the theory? How willprograc_success be determined?

Insert Figure 1 about here

41141111

The Formative phase represents the period of time during which the

.tivity or program is being delivered. A number of euestions can be raised

this time to improve the program's chances for success Are the persons

the-ptogram'those for whom the program was designed? If not, what modi-

fications can be made to the program to accomodate participants with different'

needs? Is the program being delivered as planned?. Are the staff and program

participants performing as expected? What things are happening that are unr

expected?.

The Cycle concludes with a period of post-program reflection. During

.

this Summative phase:. (1) an assessment is made concerning the relative

merit and _worth-ofthe program; (2) if needed, modifications are suggested for

subsequent itarations,of the program; (3) or a decision is made to terminate

the program. Summative questions of interest :ire: To what degree were par-

ticipant's needs met? What other changes were exhibited by participants?; Can

other activities facilitate -these changes or outcomes-more efficiently? Should

this activity be provided again?
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In Figure 1, the pros tons of Cycle time assigned to the respective-

phases 'are purposeful. ...F.a=a student_affairs program-to-be -succeSsful,-com---.---__

siderable amounts of time.,...1,d_energy should:The Invested in de4ermining the

'importance of and estimatt=g the organizatianl5s .capacity to mount the

desited activity (FrefOrma=Ive). The time boundaries of the Formative phase

are determined by the. time 1:ioundaries of the program. The time required for

the Summative phase depends -ran the relative magnitude and importance of'the

program to be evaluated.

This planning Pertipp,---4-ve and its utility for improving the quality of

student affairs programs will be discussed In more detail in a later paper.

The purpose of this.brief discussion is simply to underscore the importance

of the Preformative phase and the".role of meeds'assessment in the design of

a:student affairs program.

l'122.IyasaLLEE2ALAssessments

As experience with systematic nee1/4assessment efforts has accumulated,

needs assessment as a planning tool has evolved into a complex set of pro-

,

cedureS. One insightful perspective on the various uses of needs assessment

was suggested by Myers and Koenig (1979). They stated that several different

types of needs assessments are available. The challenge to needs assessors

is to select the most, appropriate type for a given situation. In order to

choose correctly among these types, the purpose for_which needs are to be

asses Sadmust "-b e determined -(see-Tigure72)-.7-Itdeatia-that --at-reics-t."fiVe

types .of needs assessments may be
\

\used at various times by student affairs

staff. In practice, these are not\pure" types;. thStls,.when assessing

needs several different.purposes may\ be intended simultaneously and, there-

.

.two-or-more of f-these-approacheti may be used-in COMbination."7-For
A . /

a



purposes ofsimplicity and continuity, these types are discussed separatel;

ancrneedS related-to the issue of coeducational housing are used throughout

this_section to illustrate the purposes of

Monitorinp- Stakeholder Perceptions

This type of needs assessment, essentially responds.to the question,

"What might we do?" This assessment attempts to stimulate new ways of

)

thinking about the present situation or environment by collating responses

from various stakeholders (e.g., students, 'faculty, etc.). Sothe institutions,

such as-the University of Rhode Island, survey students at the beginning of

each academic year to monitor students' attitudes or perceptions from year to

year. If, for example, coeducational housing was an. issue presently faced by

a given campus, an assessment would be conducted to explore students' pre-

ferences for various types of housing options. In this approach, respondent

perspectives at7e interpreted to guide,subsequent planning. To'.be successful

and helpful to student affairs planners, creativity on both the part Of.res-

pondents and needs assessors should be encouraged.

Insert Figure 2 about here

Program or Policy Justification

In this type of assessment, the guiding question is "Why are we doing

this?" In essence, the need's -assessment is used.to deterthifte Whether the.op-

tions presently available are considered acceptable. It is possible to use

the data resulting from-this approach to document a favored position. To be

most helpful, the needs assessment data should be presented in such a 'gay.

.so as to help. both student affairs administrators and students understand the

rationale for various decisions about housing options. For example, surveys
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ofand interviews with students and parents may reveal that: (1) most first

--,year-students-prefer-to-live-in-single-aeX-haii-C-and (2) most freshmen are
e,

not well enough 'developed on the interpersonal intimacy dimension to benefit

from the challenges of combined sex living units. In this case; these data

seem to pistify a single sex housing. polisy for first year students. However,

it can be argued that for manY freshmen, living in a coeducational hall would

bi-developmentally powerful; that is, some students would develop more

quickly on certain dimensions. From this illustrtion it .is clear tilet policy

decisions supported by what appear to be hard data are ripe for challenges

largely because of the value differences that color various persons' perceptions

of the data.

Satisfaction Indices
o

"What will happen if we implement each. of the available-alternatives?"

is the question of interest in this type of assessment, currently very

popular on. most campuses. It, can serve as a reflection of the positions of

various stakeholders or subgroups (parents, alumni, faculty,- etc.) concerning

the issue or problem at hand. Hopefully, the data gathered in this-process

will proVide an estimate of the trade -offs associated with each of the alter-.

native programs or policies.. For example, if a single sex residenceihall is

..the only, acceptable option to thSmajority of alumni and academic administrators,

how many presently enrolled students will Choose to transfer to anoner insti-

tution or how many prospective students will choose not to matriculate? What

student development opportunities for what types of students are associated-

with each alternative?

Participative Policy Making

The question of interest in this approach is "'That action should be taken?"

-With.this approach there should be a direct relationship.between the data that
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are gathered and subsequent programs or policies that are implemented. This re-
.

netts the traditional expectation for this process: an activity that involves'

various stakeholders in identifying their own needs and determining what insti-

tutional interventions are appropriate to meet the respeceive.needs. For a

:-needs assessment to encourage participative polity making, the implications of

various alternative policies should be determined before the data are collected

(Myers & Koenig, 1979). Innther words, before ele assessment bins, a com-'

bitment is made to implement the polity or program that the data suggest. In

the coeducational houting option exaMple, if most of the respondents preferred

a particUlar housing alternative that:was-not presently available, the decision

maker would:be committed to attempt to implement such an option. Needless to

say, careful consideration must be given to the relative viability ofvarious
,

options before asking respOndents to share their opinion. By\adhering to this

caveat, student affairs staff can avoid creating unwarranted enthusiasm on the

part of students advocating politically untenable or developmentally contra-

dictory policies.

Measurable-Improvement

The question, "How well did our chosen alternative(s)-work?" is essenti-

ally a classic evaluation question. At this post-program revision point in

the Planning, Implementation, and Debriefing Cycle, data are collected and -

analyzed to,determine whether a previously identified need or want has been

met.' Of course, the initial data colleCtion process is-critical to determining

'whether this type of assessment is necessary or advisable. JJsing thit approach,

student affairs staff might compare measures of some dimensions of student

development between single sex and combined sex hall residents to determine

whether the needs of the respective groups were adequately'addreased-7in a

developmental sense--during the year.
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It should be noted-tha in the various types of needs'assessment compared

in Figure-2, che' definition as wellP"as the degree of need isilostmedes

/
the same" in each_type. Throughframeworks such as that provided by Myer's and

Koehig and:field experiences .with different needs assessment approaches, it
. .

has become clear that increased definitional-precision codterning "need! is

required to-piovide direction and meaning to subsequent needs assessbent.pro

cessesl%
-

Definitions bf Need

Two general definitions of need have been popularized during the past

fifteen years. In the first definition, democratic, "need" was thought

to be a change desired by a majority_of some reference group. In approaches

usintg.this definition, students are assessed using available instrumentation.

and a group of experts or reprsentatives from interested constituencies

(the term 1:stakehOlder" is now eing usedin this context) such as alumni,

faculty, and students deterw:he whether a "need exists. This method of

identifying need has been used in educational settings for some time. One of

the more pervasive problems associated with this as well as other.needs

assessment approaches is making certain that.the proCesscorrectly distinguishes
C.? . .

.
?

:. .

needs from wants. That is, how can student affairs staff be certain that the----

"needs'' identified through a democratic,procese are representative of cr'itical

and important elements that must be addressed in order for studentsto develop
.

to optimal degrees during the college experience? What is inherent in the.

assessment procesi that ensures that "need" doewnot merely reflect activities
. _

or changes that.are preferred or demanded -fcr various-reasons? It_Mustbe

recognized that some wants, preferences, or demands on the part of students or

others may, in fact,accurately reflect need. If ignored over a period of time,

,

certain wants or'preferences may, indeed,evolve -into nepds (Lenniftg-iinpress).
,

_ .

10



For example, student 3overnment'S" demand that.it he granted. autonomy in

distributing student fee monies to all student organizations may be

refused by _the institution's trustees. Th's issue could redeive soIMU-Ch-

attention that- the institution's stakeholders become embroiled in debate and

.

student government finds itself paralyzed and unable to.di.sharge Its other

responsibilities. In this, case',.a demand has evolved into a need that must

be satisfied to permit a minimal level of functioning, The point ,to remember

is that outside of unusual circumstances such as 'these described above; wants

do not necessarily represent needs.

Related-to the important distinction bet'Ween want and need is the reali-
.

zation that the involvement of various stakeholders in the needs assessment

.process is a -ine a.2a non for a successful needs assessment (see Kuh, Hutson,

:8

_ .

Orbaugh, & Byers, 1980) . However, permitting some groupor person(s).to :

. ultimately determine needs without first systematically applying some con-

sensually validated criteria is inappropriate in most instances.

e. A 'second definition often employed in needs assessment efforts, usually

referred to as discrepancy, has been used in the majority of student 'affairs

needs assessment efforts in the'late.1970s. In this aPproach, need is defined

as the 4iffer,2-.nce between a student's or group's present state of functioning

or performance leveland'the ideal or acceptable level of functioning or per7.

'formance (Kaufman, 1972). In ether words, needs are thought to he shdttfalls

in educational or.personal development outcomes. This method of assessing

need haS become cluite.Popular largely due to its conceptualimPlicity (i.e.,

need = desired - present leyel'eT performance) and the apparent congraence

between this(method and the'goal/ jective/outCome mentality that'han charac-
.

. .

terized.higher education.duriwm ch.of the past decade. While the relative

clarity of this'approach is attractive, the discrepancy model of needsassess-_

. - .

ment has the potential-to distort the Validity and, therefore, the usefalness

of the results .

/



The'term "need"

10

n equated with a gap nr discrepancy often connotes

negativism or the ,fact that, sdmetliing is missing. In reality, needs may

exist without a gap being.apparent. For example, moststudents must devote

a certain amount,of time to studying in order to remain. in good, standing

academically. That is, to earn passing grades, some student effort

(studying) must be expended, to achieve this level of performance. In this

example, studying can be thought of as a maintenance need in'that a certain

amount of study time is re0j.redIor students to remain 'in school. If a

student elected to attempt to earn A grades instead of merely pasSinggrades

(C aVerage),;the: student probably would have a "need" to spend more.time

. studying. This is an incremental. need in that the student must study more

hours than the number required to merely maintain a minimum level of acceptable

academic Perforwance

1 Another variable to be considered in this example is ,that of resources.

Resources required by students to earn higher grades may include enough time

available for studying. and aquiet place to.study. While these two particular

resources seem rather obvious, they are less so to some 13 year old first year
.

. students bewildered by the challenges related'to managing emotions. Ueds

assessments basted on a discrepancy definition usually emphasize incremental

needs but typiCally are not sensitive to the existence of. maintenance and

resource needs.

The existence of other kinds of needs fUrther challenge the utility oef

the discrepancy definition.-
\
Twnexamples are short -and Ton; -term needs, and

Li .
; _ .

.. .
.

specific and generic needs. A student and an academic advisor who work together

. in planning the student's fall semester schdule may -focus on the short 'term

.need--ah acceptable fall sctIledule consistent with requirements. for .Lgree,.

%

in a.. student'S chosen major. However, 'a long7term need for career planning
:

12.
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also may be present and, perhaps, more important. Consider the specific need

articulated -by a student union programming board to have a particular musical

.group appear on campus. While the need for a musical group may be real, it

could be questioned whether the need is generic (scheduling a group that per-

forms a .particular kind of mmsic) as compared with a specific need (a parti-

cular musical group). The point is that for student affairs staff to help

students.in meeting certain needs, a concomitant step in the process l3 to

Identify the. kind of need.

I
Another persistent problem associated with t\e discrepancy definition

Concerns the degree to which the desired levels of Performance can be

curately described. In many instances, the dee_red or ideal state (e.g.,

instrumental autonomy exhibitedly all'stUdents) is difficult and sometimes

impoSsible to describe. Another-important_consideration not accounted for by

the discrepaiicy approach is level of necessity,particularly as it is con-
.

trasted with luxury or levels of performance that exceed minimal, requirements

-for satisfactory performance.,; Some critics.ofliigher edutation believe that
4.

when assessing educational needs, essentia skills. that will.enable students

to function adequately in society thoserequired.for a minimal level

of.Satisfactory.performanCe in a partiCular'vocation) should, he evidenced before

dealing with issues that appear to he superficial and tangential to the-higher -

education,enterprise such as. the development of interpersonal intimacy. Others

also have suggested that the kind of need identified will vary'depending on .

'1

the perspective.from wi!ch.need is approached. For example, psychologists

usually adOpt the frame of .,reference of the individual and tend to emphasize.

personal, affective components of need. .Naslow (1954),. for example, suggested

that personal needs are arranged. in a hierarchy, indicating that certain needs

must be met before' other needs can be recognized by the individual. 'Sociologists,
....
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however, interpret. needs from the perspective of ihp group and concern

themselves with issues that must be resolved collectively to improve

organizational performance, thereby deemphasizing the importance.of the

individual's needs (Lennfng, in press). As the.number of student affairs.

divisions conducting needs asseSSments.has increased, the problems

alluded to above have been noted with increasing regularity and some rieeds

assessors have taken steps to refine, needs assessment prodedures to account

for theSe concerns. For example, Scriven and'Roth (1978) and Coifing

and Hutchins (1974) have dealt with the issues.of level of necessity and

degree,of benefit (e.g., maintenance vs. incremental needs). AS a result,

of their work, several3more complicated but increasingly precise defini

tidns of need have emerged. For example:

"Need is a factor or element withobt which a person
i

Cannot funetion.satisfactorify" (Scriven & Roth, 078);

"Need is something that can be shown to be necessary .

or useful for_the_fulfillmenc'of some'defensible purpose"

(Stufflebeam, 1977);

"Need is a'necessary or desirable condition, state, or

situation--whether it be an end result that is'actuality

(met need) or a discrepancy that must be closed between a

current or projected actuality and a necessary or highly

desirable end result (unmet need) - -as judged by a relevant

person or group using multiple. objective criteria that have

been previously agreed:upon" (Lenning, in press).

, .
The more recent.definitions consider,"need" to-be a combination of

level of necessity and discrepancy on some dimension(s). This definitional
6 .

I.4
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clarity has been a major conceptual advance for needs assessors. In

practice, however, the definition of need is usually determined by

the procedures employed to identify and measure need. That is, it is

possible (but probably not preferable) to conduct a needs assessment

without defining need. In many instances, the purpose for which the

activity is conducted ultimately determines the definition of need.

Common Errors in Needs Assessment

Although needs assessments often have been discussed, conducted,

and reported, few detailed descriptions, of the procedures `employed

be fOlind in the literature (Stufflebeam, 1977). Some procedures used by

many:student affairs staff have inherent weaknesses that tend to undermine

the validity and; therefore, the usefulness of the results. The suggestions

prOvided in following sections of this paper are somewhat of a' marked der

parture from what his been previously, referred to in the literature as

"needs assessment." Therefore it may be helpful to consider what needs

assessment is not before moving to what needs assent is and how,needs

assessment should be conducted. The following examples are not exhaustive

but are considered representative of commonly made mistakes to which needs

assessorsmust remain sensitive.

;1. The real reasons-and purposes for the needs assessment'are not
4

apparent or understood'by staff and students.

Who wants to hive needs assessment data available? Why? What are

the statedand'unstated reasons for the study? A needs assessment commis-

sioned by the director of residence life who has already decided "what

residents nged",could very well be used to validate what the director al-

ready believes to be true, or to conceal controversial needs that are

thought to exist.



Even if the reasons for, the assessment are legitimate, these reasons

must be clearly articulated to.those requested to participate or to use the

. findings. Some staff have reported feeling uneasy with the results of a

needs assessment because they were uncertain whether the data were to be

used to plan programs, or to provide an indirect estimate of staff perfor-

mance, or both'. As a result, staff morale suffered and the student affairs

unit had to resolve problems created by the needs assessment process before

they could move on to substantive issues identified in the process. It is

difficult to overestimate the potential debilitating e.sects of not com-

municating the authentic reasons-and purposes of a needs assessment.

c.

2.- The needs assessment is planned by one person.

One individual should never plan, implement, or interpret findings from

a needs assessment. Several persons (e.g., four or five) representing

different stakeholding audiences (e.g., faculty, administrators, students)

will usually be more productive when brainstorming the variety of dimensions

that must be considered in the. plannin0 o Stage. Seeking assistance from.estage.

second person will increase the number of possible solutions to potential

problems by about 4P.%. A third Person might well provide another 2M and .

perhaps 10%.can be expected from each of. two more colleagues (Scriven,,1918).

In short, get as much help as ,.is feasible when conducting a'needs assessment.

The plurality ofviews will reduce the possibility that'errors are made or

important issues are overlooked and increase tare probability that the needs

assessment data will he used in program planning and implementation.
IA

3.. Thd target audiences are inappropriately selected or inaccurately'

described.

Whose needs are to be determined? When a residence hall prograMis

-planned, is the target audience defined as "all students in .the living unit"

16
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or "specific subsets of students?" If staff needs are to be determined,

which staff (division wide; specific level and assignment; present, past,

future, potential) comprise the target group? (See Lenning & McAleenan,

1979 for a more detailed discussion of this issue.)

4. A strength analysis is not performed.

Needs assessment presents an occasion for a thorough review of student

life-programs and an opportunity to inventory the successes of the student

affairs division; Who is available on thelstaff to assist' in validating

concerns and issues about which needs assessors should be aware? What human

and 'financial resources are available to address :the problems identified

during the process? What exceptional services and activities are provided

by the division and the institution?

Because the process tends to emphasize defitits or shortfalls, needs

assessors often focus on aspects of the institution or division that may not

be performing adequatel Establishing a list of,the strengths of the.insti-

tution can help to keep a balanced perspective as to its worth and bolster'

the` onfidence and esteem of the needs assessment team as well as others in7,

volved in the process.

5. Contextual and systemic factors (location, staff, and student

characteristics; political and economic climate, decision making and problem

solving procedures, etc.) that may influence the stucr and the interpretation

of the findings are overlooked.

What is it that makes a particular residence hall or sorority unique?.

What are.the resources within each respective group for enactfng change?

How fluid or open to change is,the group under .study? If a central office

power struggle is do progress in the financial aids office, will the needs,

assessment data become a "political football'. of sorts? (see Williams, 1978).

11
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What are the norms for professional behavior or for, student behavior? What

communication patterns (who talk- to whom) can be identified? How are the

answers to these questions like:

6. The definition of need

_..1.fluence the needd assessment process?

is based entirely on a discrepancy

formula. i.e. need defined as ! istance between,a desired or ideal

state of functionin and resent erformance.

The assessment of need is more useful when the definition used reflects

a combination of discrepancy and level of necessity; that is, the degree to

which something must.be available for a person or group to function in a

satisfactory manner. Desirable or ideal states do not ne q essarily infer

necessity and therefore definitions that make exclusive use of desirable or

ideal as reference points can be misleading at best (Striven & Roth, 1978).

7. A s n,le criterion or method is used to determine need (Stufflebeam,

1977).

Common mistakes in this area include the exclusive'Use of'surveys and in-

appropriate use of the democratic process..

A., Surveys. Needs cannot be determined by asking stUdentS (or faculty

for that.matter)` what they need no matter how insightful; honest, wise, :and

mature the respondents may- be (consider the issue of confusing "needs" with

"wants" alluded to:earlier). Of course, surveys tend to be politically and

economically feasible. ROWever, a standard rule of thumb should be to use at

.least. three different'types of data collection methods to increase the validity

of 'the findings. That is, if a "need" is identified through this triangulation

process, the need probably exists and is not an artifact or a'finding produced
N

by the way thedata. were gathered than by the characteristics of the target
ss, .

audience.

B. Democratic Process. In some institutions or in certain residence

'halls students vote in some manner to determine whether a need exists.. The
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rationale "for this procedure is based on the assumption-that members-o

higher education Community can identify and articulate their "needs."

many instances, this assumption may he faulty. Certainly there are a number

. of issues about_which students, faculty, and staff input is required. But

to allow the community members alone to determine what is "needed" is not

sufficient and may even be misleading. FUrthermore, in some cases voting

can serve to inhibit rather than encourage discussion about_issues of impor-
,

tance. The.range of needs identified and addressed during this proces6-tan_

be restricted by the inherent "win-lose" consequences of electoral processes.

Rather than putting the determination of need to a vote, a preferred approach

will include efforts to bring the various involved stakeholders to a reasoned

consensus concerning imnortant issues or needs consistent with information

from emerging student and organizational development knowledge 'bases.

8. The information about.the stud is withheld from enera/ audiences.

Needs assessors sometimes assume that no one can really understand or

appreciate the needs assessment process. To do sOi however, is'misguided

and can jeopardize the validity and subsequent utility of the needs assessment.

data. To the extent that,it is feasible, students and student affairs staff

members' questions about the process should be anewered s-completely-as

possible. Relevant information. should be'shared-at open meetings, through

the student newspaper, and*thrOugh informal communication networks'.

9. .Political pressure alone is allowed to determine need.

Sometimes special interest groups convince administrators and trustees

whether certain needs. exist (e.g., exclusive single sex living accommodations)

without substantial documentation., Whether'neede exist,. however, should not be

determined by special interest groups alone. This.suggeStion like number

eight, is a departure,from.accePted pracclic. Nonetheless, 4.t is unacceptable.
-1d'



to permit these processes to influence pOlicy.without recognizing and attempting-

to ameliorate some of the negative consequences associated with each. As more

needs assessments recognize these constraints, more effective strategies for

coping with them may be developed.

IO: Needs are prioritizedby a rating or rank ordering_Erocess.

Given the finite levels of resources, needs almost always will have to be

prioritized.- However, an apportioning process-=while not foOlproof--is pre-

fetrable to simple rank ordering._ Apportioning or differential weighting re-.

quires that involved persons indicate the-relative importance they place on

particular issues or needs. For example, if students are asked to. determine

whether the lecture, film, and concert series are adequately meeting their

respective "needs," -e survey might result in the following rank ordering:

films, concerts, lectures. A student affairs staff member could interpret this

as-a-mandate -lor-investing-the available programming-funds for movies. However,

. if the student responaents_were asked instead to distribute $100 among the.

three areas according to their perceptions'-of-how much of. each they needed or

wanted, perhapsthe appOrtionment would be $40'for films, $15-for-concerts -and .

$25 for laoturesi Clearly, in this case, students think all three are, important'

enough co receive some continued support. Rating or rank ordering merely indi-

catesvhich7programs are moreAmportant.than_others, not tiim much more important.

II. Positive and negative side effects are overlooked;

A positive side effect of a needs assessment,process could-be increased

Understanding on the part of students concerning issues related to the.needd

:assessment such as the importence of developingTautonomy and'competence: ,A

negative side .effect could be.reducedpsychologicalsupoortfoiinstitutionel

:policieS related to'the apparent.inability'of'the institution. to meet students'

needs intimated by. the fact that an assessment is being conducted. Whenever'

1

2g
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there is an institutional intervention such as a needs assessment, 'some

alteration in institutional dynamics can be anticipated. Although the exact

nature of these dynamics cannot be predicted with unfailing accuracy, the

general consequences usually:can be predicted. In fact, some side effects

could be so negative as to undermine the credibility of the.needs assessment

.itself or to require redesigning the_needs assessment strategy. Other conse-

quences cannot be predicted but merely,obServed and dealt with after they have

been identified.

12. Needs assessment is viewed as an end in itself.

It 16 not unusual for a needs assessment team to invest considerable time

and energy in the process and to look forward to a."finished product." For

some, the energy and commitment required to complete the needs assessment may

be too great, and a "burnout" phenomenon may be experienced. The student

affairs staff desire,for closure is natural. However, this tendency reflects

the incorrect assumption that when the'fOrmal needs assessment is completed,.

the needs assessment team has completed their charge. Perhaps the conclusion
. ..

(of a needs assessMentdoes mark an end - -an endto the beginning_. Of equal

importance is the next phase of the:Program Planning, Implementation and

Debriefing Cycle Figure 1) -- applying the knowledge generated through the

process 'to the design of appropriate stddentdevelOpment programs and systems.

NN..In fact, to be mosteffective, the needs assessment process should be recycled

and sttdents and student affairs staff encouraged' to remain responsive to

needs that 'may emerge over time.

Guidi 'Principles for Student Affairs Needs Assessments

In this'sectiOn;aix ajor themes or perspectives are outlined that, when.'

considered together, provide a :eneral framework for the work of a needs assess-

9



ment team. Of course, contextual factors in the institution may mitigate against

use of some of these principles. In general, however, they should prove helpful.

1. Needs assessment. is problem-focused.

While needs assessment can be used to determine goals for a student affairs

unit, it perhaps is most appropriately viewed as a problem-focusing strategy

that has as its primary objective to identify unsatisfactory situations. In a

problem-focused needs assessment, parameters are placed on the data gathering_

as a specific, narrowly drawn problem is identified. .Imthts'way, the risk of

accumulating a good deal of general but not necessarily Usable information

about students is reduced. Problem 'identification.in and.o.Cjtself can prompt

action in ways that recognition of goals or deficits may: not :,Problems demand

responses because they tend to be inherently puzzling or troublesome. Coals

A
Often are, so general that they are difficult to operationalize.and, therefore,.

:knowing precisely where to begin sometimes proves troublesome. In other instances,

goals may be so specific that they do, not apply and, therefore, are not of
.

concern to many people.'

.

Because problem-focused needs assessment attempts to identify unsatisfactory

e'
conditions, this prOcess maximizes the tendency for persons to agree on what ts

not acceptable in cases where what is prekerrable cannot be 'agreed upon. For

example, most students are opposed to the destruction of residence hall furniture;

but not all students agree on what should be, done about it. Needs assessments

that adhere to the problem focused perspectiv have ailogicai"Sequence, beginning

with the identification of problems and endThgitt h recommendations to ameliorate

the situations related to these problems.

ANeeds Asesment is continuous

Needs.are:nOt static; they change over time in kind and degree. Therefore,

needs assessment Should-be viewed as a process that can never be completed. .It

22,
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can,Lhowever, perform a valuable "feedback" function to guide student affairs

planning as problems are continously transformed during.the course of-examining'

related information. During this process, priorities may shift, the problem

definition may require revision, and so on. Meanwhile, new information, new

ideas, and new alternatives'probably merit consideration.

------Needs Assessment Guides Plannin

'The purpose of needs assessment is to inform and guide- the planning of

interventions or programs designed to bring about certain changes. Planning

may be thought of as an exploratory .response to a problem; it does not end

when a plan has been drawn and a problem has been "solved.", Proactive planning

on the part of student affairs staff requires a continuing series of responses

to emergent, student and environmental challenges. Change implies improving
o

the student experience in higher education, not merely maintaining the present'

level. Change usually' accrues through a series of small steps. In effect,

c---
,needs assessment helps student affairs planners to.choose which small step

, .

3

should be' taken next.

Needs. Assessment is Multi-Faceted Data Gathering'

Needs assessment proceeds from a wide-angled view of probleMs in which Many.

. ways of gathering information (e-.g., surveys archival data, individual or group.

interviews, obaeryations, brainstorming-and-forecasting techniques, etc.) are

,:used to arrive at a circumscribed view of student. problems about which data

. - gathering can be more sharply focused. When an acceptable focus fa achleved,

-strategies can be devised to solicit helpful answers \[to specifiC problems, there-
, \

by making the data gathering more purposeful. This broad\lkew-narrowing'
(

seqUence then i's repeated as new data and new or redefined problems surface.

23



`Needs Assessment tsa Public,Conscious Activity

To be politically and logically defensible, needs assessment must be a

public and ix'nscious effort to understand the requirements and perspectives-of

__all individuals and groups associated with the problem. This approach requires

collaboration-that is, facultY, administrators, students, and important others

such as'alumni and.trustees should Work together in a common problem solving,

effort. As discussed Oreviously,',voting to. determine needs is not usually.

defensible because .it usually is not public. A more justifiable strategy uses

-collaborative decision making and,prioritizing through apportioning to acheive

a reasoned consensus about how tO proceed.

Because it is problem-fOCused, needs assessment is to be distinguished

from strategies that rely, primarily on basic research and dissemination 'campaigns,

and from strategies that primarily utilize political power and coercion to serve

the purposes of decision makers. Problem-focused needs assessment requires .

expertise, public involvement, and recognition of the pluralistic value

--uorientations of'various stakeholders.

Needs Assessment isEducational

Conducting an effective needs assessment in student affairs will result in
.

assessors,,planners, and decision Makers:learning-more about themselimsand

their students. Needs assessment results will have-greater -credibility if, ,after
v

. ,

the process students Ss well.as the staff intimately 5m$olved:in the process.

'know more about the institution, themselves, the living-learning environment, and

the process itself than they did at the outset. That is,. participants-Should

, <

be kept abreast of the needs assessment design,'the.prelithinarYfindin
,

gs, and

t
. opi .

the consequences ofarioUs administrative responses,. Participants also should

be provided an opportunity to learn how and. why a needs.assessmenti.S-conducteciand
.

. .

to experience the complexities of translating findliigs.initoaction-based alternati4,es

-:.
..- .

.
2 4 4
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Experience has shown that needs assessments that follow a predetermined

,
plan often have a variety of side effects that prove to be beneficial both

from an educational as well as a personal development perspective. Further-

more, if a eeds a ssment is conducted in an open and collaborative manner,

the parti ipants in the

.mayado

to the

rocess - -staff, students, adMinistrators,-.-and others ---)

different pers

cational process;

1

ctive of their institution and their relationship.

they learn more dbourthemselves and theira,t is,

respective, roles in the Instituti Asa result, various groups and indivi-

duals may benefit. in very personal ways (e.g. , increased selfesteeM and

clarity of puipose) that in turn serve to improVe the quality.of their contri-

butions to the educational and personal development process. Ultimately, the

learning environment of the institution'is enhanced.

Questions to be Answered When Conducting a Needs Assessment

Needs assessment has evolved from inforMal, subjective judgment on the

part of few individuals to a set of systematic procedures integrated in the

:planning proCess. Nonetheless, needs assessment is most appropriately

3

referred to as an "art" because it is not yet known what works best in ident--

ifying various types of needs in different types Of institutional settings.

Fourteen questions that should be answered when planning and conducting a

needs assessment in student affairs serve as/the framework in which the' imple-

mentation of a needs assessment strategy can be considered. A thorough dis-

cussion of each of the folloWing quesfiions or stepg.is beyOnd-the,sCope of

this presentation.' Some of, the inherent pitfalls.. in needs assessment are des

cribed'more full by,Kuh et al.- (1979) and Lenningt1 St McAleenat (1979).

1. _What is the " roblem" or'situation out of which needs will emerge?
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A variety of methods areavailable for-describing current states of

ffairs including a Mo gied version of the.nominal grOup_ptocess developed
-

, .

(7
. --- .

for theidentification and solution (A-problems in a need assessMent (see

,

.

/ - . -

Kuh et-al., 1979 for an illustratio ,of the use of the-nominal group tech-

11
,

nique in needs assessment). In most divisions of student affairs, adequate

,

human resources usually exist to ensure satisfactory. accomplishment of this
a

step.

2.. Is 'there a "need" for a n ed assessment?

In some instances, needs asse sments are didtated,or:required by 61c-'

ternal audiences (state and priva e funding sources) orIiOnternal politics

. .

and policies. It'iS important to deteTinine for what purpose and by whdaya

needs assessment is determined ne edsary, wanted, or deManded. In some'

ations, the timing.for:needs ass ssboint May inappropriate. In_other

.

:situations,' the political clima andlevel,of trust in a residence hall or

Student-services unit may requir attention before a needs asSessmet:can be-

effective.' If the motivation.fo 1

-Aneeds assessment is .authentic and legiti-

mate; ,most rational planning grOps can:and Shoulddecide.whether conducting
.

a full scale needs assessment' is .worth the time andeffdrt'in light of the

\ '

1 .

scope nd potential' payoffs of'theroPosed needs assessment,14.rojectThis
1

.. ,

1

.

S ep esSentially corresponds to a front end analysis (see;Dalta, 1978) 'in

1
\ . .

, .

which an;. Aappraisal oftheorganization'S resources and commitmentS
.
performed

4 /

to determine whether, the planned-activity is worth doing and likely to be

fective as it has.been conceptualized.

Does the needs assessment team have.the supportof high level

administrators?

As,previously alluded to,

activities that requires a calr

tr.
.

.
,..2 tl

needs assessment is a Ilme.cdnsuMing set of

,4-

e of committed meMbers representing's Variety.
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of stakeholders. Howemgr, gaining the support and commitment of top-level

decision makers to the needs assessment process is Criticaltla the ultimate

. .

,

success of the project. Without the endorsement and participation of central
%

administration andostudent effairs,staff, 'the needs assessment process pro-

bably will result in 'a futile exercise. Successfully, completing this task

will continue .to challenge needs assessors in student affairs.

4. What are the purposes and expected outcomes of.the needs assessment? ."

Guidelines' for determining'what the needs assessment could and should do

are available from several different sources (see HOuston, 1.978). In the

planning of a needs assessment in student affairs, often the options suggested
o

in'the Myers and Koenig (1979).framework discussed earlier.are not considered.

For needs assessment to deliver on its promises, more time must be'devoted'to

systematizingthis step. 'Once reasonable parameters have been, identified con-

'cerning the s ope and function of the needs assessment, the needs assessment

team c4n focusits energies more clearly on. an achievable. setsOf'objectiires.

The pllowing are suggestive of issues that.should be considered at

this point:..

-(1) Goals of the institution and division;

'(2) The institiong readiness for.change including support from'key

stakeholders;

(3) Specificity of desired outcomes;

(4) Resources available to respond to needs -- fiscal, physical, and human;

(5) Target groups awareness of and ability to articulate needs;

6-
(6) Previous experiences with and reaction.of.the institution, division

of student affairs, and students to needs.assessment and planning.

One way for the needs assessment team to surface these kinds of issues is

to brainstorm a list of conditions in. the institution that facilitate or hinder,

27
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) the identified problem and the needS assessment process. To he useful, this

list should be as specific:as possible. For example, if the, academic dean is

opposed to changing the c'ampUs alcohol policy,the deanis position must be

considered in the planning of a needs assessment around the'alcohol issue.

5. Whose needs are to be assessed?

At first blush, this task seems to be fairly straightforward: select

the target student groups and find out what they need! Yet, within groups

of .students may be differenttypes of subgroups that may have needs substan

tially different from the larger group. The more students in the target group,
a.

the more likely one or more subgroups exist with sets of needs different

enough from the larger' group to ,question the validity of the findings and the

utility of subsequent programs designed basedon the results. Thereforei

several related issues must be addressed:at this point. Is it feasible for the

needs assessment team to consider the,Various subgroups equally? Are adequate

resources available to support these smaller scale needs assessment projects?

This step is cumbersome but. critical to obtaining valid information-for planning

purposes (see Lenning & McAleenan, 1979 for a more thorough discussion of this

question).,

All members of various subgroups need not be included to. obtain an accurste

assessment of needs. A series of data collection efforts-with representative

samples will he more efficient and will probably provide data equally reliable

to a more expensive processthat,includes all students. Usually including more

than 200 respOndents (not the target sample but number of person§ who actually.

participate!) :will not be cost effective.__ Depending on the purpose'of. the

assessment and degree of confidence requiredin the7 results, smaller size samples

can be/used (see Elliott, 1980 for an excellentAiscussion of this issue).

28



Also, some thought should be given to the advahtages and disadvantages of

early illentification of the target population. Early determination of indivi-

dual(s) or the group(s) to be assessed usually results in more efficient and

perhaps more economical projects. However, it is possible that,a premature

determination of target groups may:also result in excluding'other-groups of

students.that.may have "needs" related to the problem. If the target popu-

lations are left undefined until the problem is clearly defined, needs assess-

ment may become more complex and costly, but may also reflect student needs

with greater accuracy.

It is also possible that the nature of the problem can provide a clue as

o

to whether to specify the target audiences early or to postpone this Aecision.

.

For instance, a history of continued resistance on thepart of.student,govern- .

ment to allocate Student fees to certain student organizations might prompt

the needs assessment team to focus early on student government Members as the

target population. However, if a general negative attitude toward these student

organizations prevails throughout the institution, it would be inappropriate

to focus-early in the needs assessment on?student goverment as the target popu-

lation.

6. What kinds of neede-are to be assessed?

The existence and importance of different. kinds of needs 'were,discussed

earlier (e.g., incremental, maintenance, and resource needs). The popularity of

the discrepancy approach to'needs assessment in student affairs has resulted in

a good deal of confusion in this area; therefore, considerable attention must-
;

be given to this question during the planning of a needs assessment. It seems

'reasonable to expect that although student affairs staff may have difficulty- .

,specifying,various'kinds of needs to be assessed at the outset of a project, they

can remain sensitive to the possibility that different kinds of needs may emerge

.during theTrojectother than those.on which they expected to focus.

f
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7. How will the rewired information be collected?

In spite of numerous caveats to the contrary, many student affairs staff

'cOntinue°to rely on the residence hall or group p-survey to docuMent needs. There.

'isno question that surveys can be effective and particularly efficient forms

of gathering information from a large number of people. But a survey alone

cannot document need. In practice, most needs assessments will probably include

\I .

some\ form of survey as one_component of-the-data-collectionprOcess. Most
\

agree that information from interviews, open forums, and existing records (see

huh h-tt al., 1979), are likely to increase the reliability and validity of the

process. In other words, multiple measures will improve the chances that the

needs identified are, indeed, legitimate and should be attended to by program

planner\s. In Appendices A-F, some of these methods are briefly described.
.1

At this point,. the data collection methods should'be considered tentative.-

The methods and strategies to be used must be compared with the available

resources\ to determine their feasibility. After this set of decisions, the

needs assessment team moves from an ideal needs assessment design to a revised

plan tha t can be implemented., A time-line including tasks assigned to specific

s should be` everoped to guide the team's activities through this"individu

portion

analysis,

8.

By n

they are

hall or

is well as later portions of the process (e.g., data collection,

and reporting).

ave the data atherin deviCes been field tested?

methods w

levels of

students- c

cessity, most needs assessment instruments are "home grown;" that is,

ocally constructed to answer specific questions about the residence.

stitution. It is imperative to determine whether the data gathering

11 provide the type of information deemed appropriate by the various

the needs assessment project. Requesting that a_small number of

mplete'the instruments prior to-mass distribution is a valuable and

2 1-a
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A necessary step. In most instances, revisions to the data gathering methods

and instruments serve to improve the reliability and validity of the .process.

This step frequently is overlooked even though it. is mentioned in_almost

every substantive discussion concerning needs assessment and research

methodology.

. .

9. Is the desired information being collected?

If the-eight keceding questions have been adequately answered, this

question usually is moot. However, during the needs assessment process, a

variety of issues may surface that underscore additional points of interest or

illuminate different kinds of needs not previously considered. It must be em

phasized that needs assessment should not be viewed as a lock step. process.

It is-not unusual for unexpected findings relevant to the project to surface..

These should be considered as potentially useful and subsequently could result

in'other questions or groups.being included in the process. The point is

simple but noteworthy: as needs assessors, student affairs'staff must remain

open and responsive to incoming:stimuli generated during the needs assessment,

whether it be,from the data collection process or from political statements by

local stakeholders. This information can prove quite valuable later when

interpreting and drawing implications from the findings.

It should aisci be noted that periodic checks may be necessary to make.
ri

certain that the information being collected is consistent with what 'was intended.

to be collected and that these data are relevant to subsequent steps in the

assessment prOcess.

10. 'How will the data from the needs assessment process be analyzed?

In most needs assessments, this question may be the most difficult to

answer. Unfortunately, the methodology presently available does not facilitate

straightforward interpretations by student affairs staff. Particularly lacking
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are methods to integrate different kinds of information from different res-'

.pondent groups. For, example, how can information taken from a faculty/

student survey' questionnaire be combined with interview or obserVational

data from students? In many instances, elaborate statistical compilations.

may not be necessary for,the needs assessment team but may be required for

continued Credibility with central administration trusteeS,. Usually the

integration of statistical-treatments-of-data with-rich,_descriptive material

from students, faculty, and staff will prove most useful in subsequent

planning.

11. What are the implications of the needs assessment data?

One aspect of this questionrefers to how the available resources_should'

be allocated to meet the identified needs of various student,groups. These

are difficult decisions and the best:that can be done. with existing technology

is to use. good judgment/ mixed with input, from the stakeholders when the
. .

available resources are, distributed to meet needs. Of course, contextual

factors such as political; social, and economic climates as well as calendar

year considerations-(timing) are variables of great import. Interpretation of

the results should be made from several different perspectives as various

audiences or constituencies will be affected in different ways by the results

and have different roles to play in the planning process.

12. Are the results of the needs assessment communicated in the appropriate

forms to various stakeholders?

After substantial numbers of weeks and sometimes months involved in what

may have been a complex and difficult set of activities, the temptation is great

for a needs assessment team to produce a thick document with many tables of

information. Unfortunately, most students and Staff are not interested in im-
,

inersing themselves in such a report but prefer to learn as quicklylas possible the
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relationship of the findings to their respective audience. This limitation

seems to be relatively easy to remedy, provided,the reporting vehicle is

guided by the. following principle: Whatever is reported through whatever

media (written, oral, story telling, pictures, etc.) should increase the:

consumers' understanding of the needs assessed during, the process, and the

process itself. In other words., needs assessment reports should address:

-(1)--the_pluralistit valu6 orientations of different stateholder.groupe in the

.

institution including student. affairs; (2) the original purposes of .the.

assessment and any purposes and objectives added during the process; (3) the

procedures used to assess needs; (4) how, the findings are-to be used; (5) the

contextual'factors.in.the.inStitution and student.affairs that will influence

'the interpretation Of-the findings and the implementation of subSequent pro-
,

grams designed to address student needs. A more thorough discussion of

reporting methods is proVidedhy Brown (1978).

13.. HaVethe needs. assessment data,. implications, and recOmmenditions

been inte rated into the' student affairs lanning rocess at the division,

unit, and individual staff member ,levels?

This is the most critical question, the "bottom line" of needs assessment -

activities. For the findings to influence planning,_all of the above questions

will have to be raised in an open and collaborative manner and, as emphasized

earlier, the commitment to the needs assessment process on the part of decision

makers will hive to be garneredat the outset of the'needs assessment. To

date, there is a dearth of case studies that report.changes in student* affairs

Planning processes, policies, and programs based on needs assessment findings.

Given the recent flurry of interest in needs assessment, more detailed information

about the' utility of needs assessment data probably` will be avallableoon andi.

'hopefully, will provide insights". as to how needs assessment data can.be more

33



effeCtively and efficiently incorporated in the student affair 'program

planning; implementation,.and evaluation cycle.

14. Are the tar ;et rou s'bein monitored to document the continuin

validity Of'the identified needs?'

A comprehensive needs assessment may. take many month6 from start to

.
.

.

. . .

"finish." However, needs change over time ..in degree, and rela-,

tive importance. Some monitoring is required to make.certain the needs

identified during the data collection are consistent with those that should

. 'be-addressed iby-subsequeni planning and programming modifications. It is

likely that many needs assessments are judged to be ineffective because

student needs have increased, diminished, or changed in kind between the

time the original needs assessment data were gathered and programs were

generated to meet these "needs." Also.it is difficult to maintain the required

level of staff enthusiasm and energy to continue the process beyond what seems

to be a traditional terminating point. Aievertheless, this is a critical step

and one that is overlooked too often.

These fourteen implementation questions suggest that needs Asseesmgnt is a

Very formal, time consuming, and-expensive process. In some cases this will-
1

be true particularly in those situations in'which the needs of many students. or

staff are to be assessed.or when the relative economic and social costs and

benefits of the needs assessment are great. However, 'the principles on which

these questions are-based can be addressed daily by a student affairs staff
,

member in a much more informal Way., This is not to advocate that snap judgements.'

or'an individualf'staff member's opinions can take the place of a comPrehensive;

well planned effort .to assess- staff.and student needs. But, after becoming

familiar with a formal needs assessment proces6 and its underlying principIes,

it seems likely that many staff will be able to adopt some variation of the steps
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Involved and apply them in their own specific setting. For example,

student activities/staff members who agree to serve as reality checks on each

other can make a relatively informal needs assessment process pay dividends

--in their respective assignments. Not to be overlooked are student assistants

32

who could benefit frOm and contribute (in a cost effective manner!.

'assessing needs to be addressed by,student affairs programs.

The questions included.in Figure 3 correspond to the previous discussion.

This checklist can be used in two wayS% A student affairs administrator can

review these questions with colleagues responsible for conducting a

assessment to make certain the planning of the process is sufficiently detailed

to ensure success. Also; the student affairs staff members responsible for

conducting the'assessmentcan use this checklist in concert with the other ap-

pliceble sections of this monograph to monitor thefidelity of the process,

(keep it on target). For this later purpose,. the list should be considered
' I .

hierarchial in that preceding' questions must bd'answered satisfactorily before

-moving on to the next-question-Or step in the needs assessment process.

aki121,404..Stgff RpOir.ed far, ARFlegging NPACIR

As mentioned.earlier, broad scope or more comprehensive needs assessments'

reqUire a team of student affairs staff:. To conduct an effective needS assess-

ment, the members of the assessment team should exhibit certain compentencies

so that on the team the following skills are represented:

Process consultation skills (small group process, nominal group process,

etc.);

Interview techniques (in. person and telephone);

',.Unobtrusive data collection techniques such as obServation;

,Knowledge of and experience 'with applications of human, development theory;

Management -of organizational change.
.
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Other areas of expertise often required for a needs assessment process

.usually can be found on campus. Consultants from the institutional research

:Office or psychology, sociology, and education departments. often can provide

assistance with tasks such as instrumentationlevelopment, sampling; and

Statistical treatment of data if required by the project.

These skills will probably he available, on many student affairs staffs.

However, for some assessment projects, it may not be desirable to use staff

members. Rather, assessors external to the student affairs unit Or.'the
r

.

campus may be preferable in situations where the environment is politically

charged and objective data gathered and interpreted by acknowledged "experts"

are required. ,A brief discussion of the merits of internal and'exteral needs'
47.

assessors follows.

Internal Needs Assessor

An internal assessor is any individual who is employed by the institution

for which the needs assessment is to be conducted. Selecting assessors from

, .

the.institution, particularly froM the Division of Student Affairs has several

advantages. Internal assessors are likely to:

(1) Be familiar.with institutional and division contextual factors

including attitudes of various stakeholders ..toward the issues

the assessment'is to address and the political environment;

(2) Be advocates for doing hat.is best for the institution and the

division as Well as for encouraging utilization of the results.

Internal assessors live and wok in the setting; therefore,. their

interest in seeing needs assessment labors bear fruit is quite high;

(3) Intimately understand the problem and Institution. While knowledge

is important, knowing the value of knowledgeAs equally important.

For example; being aware of imminent collecive negotiations is
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knowledge: How:those negotiations are likely to affect studentS

requiresa more thorough understanding of the variables involved;

(4) liave rapport with the audiences involved. This can shorten .the

implementation process bedause the assessors, will he familiar with

important stakeholders or key-informants in the institution and

will know how to contact them;

.,(5) Be relatively Inexpensive. Internal assessors are already on the

payroll; there will be,few if any expenses associated wifTh travel,

long distance telephone calls, and so forth.

The disadvantages. of internal assessors-are likely to include:

(1)' A potentially biased perspective of the institution, division, ot

program.... Affiliation with an institution. for some. years may color

one's perceptions of reality and constrict creativity;

(2) Questions of Credibility raised by administrators, faculty, and

students. Few ihdividuals are, considered expert in their own

settings, although. they may be competent professionals. The problem

intensifies when administrators use this atgument to refute an

unpopular finding ("if we had someone who knew hoW to do a needs

assessment, the findings would have been more accurate");

(3) Decreased autonomy. Internal assessors are not likely to be given

any measure of authority beyond that vested in. their regular position.

The credibility question can also restrict their ability. to experi-

ment with differenjapproaches to-problem solving.

External Needs Assessor

The external assessor is a,consultant who is not.employed.hy the student

affairs division or the institution. This person-may live in the community,
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but will more likely be from outof-toign: The external needs assessor w311
,

probably serve as the coordinator of a team of internal assessors from the

of, student affairs ,and is likely to:-
,

(1) Have the confidence of administrators

etc.);

(2) Be relatively objective (has less

(bring in outside expert,

,

of a vested interest-in the

outcomes);

(3) Bring a fresh or"different perspectiveto the institution;

.(4) Enjoy more autonomy and freedom to. exercise creative judgment;.

(5) Lend more credibility t.(7, thepndingS.

Disddvantagesof external assessors are that they may tend to:

(1) Be.:relatively expensive;

(2) Not intimately understand contextual and systemic factors;:

1(3)' Ingratiate themselves to program administrators in order.to

acquire future contracts;

(4) -03e less available to assist system in making use of and interpreting

the needs assessment findings.

There are no clear rules for choosing between anl,int rnal, or external

needs assessor. As in most other decisiOns related to needs assessment, there
K.

are trade-offs associated with thaveilable choices: One way Ito capitalize on

the strengths of both internal and .external perspectives is to contract .for an
1

external person to supervise the planning and implementation o the'assessment

and make use. -Of student affairs as collaborators andassistan s in the process.

A Final Word

The relatively recent conceptual and methodological cOnt ibutions. to needs

-assessment dischssedin this monograph haVe not been communic ted adequately to- ,
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N. At

student affairs staff. It is likely thatthe more compleX and comprehensive
\
1

a

definitiOns of need are perceived by some to be imposing,and cumbersome. Most
I

I

recognize and understandthe liMitations inherent in earlier assessment efforts
',

\ t

but, as with any innovation, the newer approaches have been.met with some

resistance and suspicion. Yet; the,fiustration experienced by both those who"
'

1

\ .

1

have had some , responsibility for con ducting needs assessments and those whose
1

needs have yet to he adegAately.add -ssed underscores the irportance of an
.

understandable yet comprehensive 'approach to the problem of identifying and

meeting student needs in higher educa\tion. 'Therefore, the imes and circumr

szmnces seem to warrant Continuing efforts on the partf.student affairs staff

to improve
,

needs assessmentprocedures.

'
I

Needs assessment seems to work best when conducted on a relatively small

scae. Thatri , if the choice is het een a campus-wide or residence .hall level
D.

needs Assessment, the hal-based'approach isl)referable'since it will provide ,

more immediately useful results. If the need's-assessment options include a hall.

or floor level intervention; the latter would be preferrable for the same;

reason. By encouraging staff-and students to become partially responsible for

assessing their own needs as well as theneeds4of others, the process can become

educative and synergistic. In such Instances, the human connections between

staff, students, administrators, and others are not relegated toam appendix, of

',' , , ---

a report generated by the diVision of student affairs, but rather
\

are emphasized
1

\

by those who personally experience and benefitfrom the interaction.
.

,

.

The art of needs,asSessment has improved immeasurahly during the past 1

\

several year's, As an integral.partOEiheplanning Cy9e,ndeds-aaSessment has
,

great potential as:aLtool to improve
'the student development efforts of student7

'

used_by_stAff, .students__and_administrators.

I-

1 k e

HoweVer,.%enough:ambiguityr, ms in existing needs assessment processes that for
', 1

affairs/staffr.rif it is understood___,

39
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.,, \ . ..:
. .' . -

student, affairs staff to be successful in sucha:ssessmeneffortS,-it.vpuld
c .

..t.

beiwise to keep in mind the common sense and perserverance'exhibited-by t1
13, ey ,.

third frog -in the parable that introduced this paper. While creativity,

i .

hard Work, and common sense have been underemphasized throughout the pre-

ceding discussion, these qualities are'crucial,io generating the kind of

information needs:assessments can provide to student affairs administratos

about the students we serve and the programs we design.

O
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SUMMATIVE

(After-the,program)

Decisions. hi-continue,

modify or terminate.

Judpents about program

merit and worth

Figure 1

Program Planning, Implementation and Debriefing Cycle*

PREFORMATIVE

(Before the program)

Felt need or perceived problem.

Needs' assessment (s)

FORMATIVE

(During the program)

Implementation issues

Front end analysis

'---,Program design

*The terms Preformative, Formative, and Summative are, also used by' program evaluators to describe-

purposes for evaluation activities,



Figure 2

Types of Needs Assume-Tits

Type Purpose Advantages- Disadvantages

Monitor

Stakeholder

Perceptions

Program/Policy

Justification

Satisfaction

Index.

Participative

Policy Making

Measurable

Improvement

Generate ideas and

document perceptions

about various campus issues

Collectnformation to

support likely

alternatives

Exploratory in nature;

relatively threat-free

Allows input into decision

making process,

'Estimate relative Allows input; helps

acceptability, of various identify potentially

alternatives controversial issues

Select the most acceptable

policy or program from

alternatives

Determine whether needs

have been met

Allows stakeholders to

influence institutional

response to, needs

Document effectiveness

of student of division;

assess student development

Needs and wants may not be

differentiated; not linked

directly to action

Needs and wants may not be

differentiated

Tends"to emphasize "wants"

over "needs;" m# generate

support for questionable

or controversial activities,

'Potential to generate stippoti

for questionable or .

controversial practices'

May not attend to present

problems or needs; focus

onconderns previOusly\

. identified .



. 'Figure 3

Needs Assessment Operational Checklist

1. Hasthe problem or paradox out-of which needs will be addressed been
identified and adequately defined?

42

2. Is a needs_assessment the appropriate response 'to the problem?

3. What effects have previous needs assessments had on the student affairs
program planning, implementation, and evaluation process?

G. What. needs itisessment.methodS havebeen used in the past?

.

5: Does the.propoSed:plan or methods deviate significantly from previou6
efforts-(an 'affirmatiVe responsemay indicate that decision makersafid
"partiOipantsshould beCome.scquainted Withthe-need strategy prior to
the actual assessment process)?

.

6.. How can the needs assessment process he.mAde as relevant as possible
(e4., involvement of students, faculty, others in.the'planning,,etc.)?

.Do'highlevel administrators and student leaders' understand the'need
for and Support the project?.

8. Who will. sponsor the'assessment (cover the costs)?

9. What-are'the fiecal constraints as to how much can be
Assessment?

,

spent in the

10. .HOW. do these constraints affect the needs assessment plan?

11.- Whose resources will he-used (i.e., student affairs Staff)?

-12. Who'will.conduct the assessment?

13,-. Who-will analyze the data?
,, .

14. When will' the.assessment be conducted?

needs

15. '.Where will the assessment he conducted (all or ceriainresidencehalls,
union, etc.)?

16. What-grOUps outside the administrative structure (e.g., student government,
etc;)'haVe conducted:needs assessments,in the Oast?- How can

information., from assessments or thosegroups assist, in this assess-
ment?. ,yhat are the tradebffsin involving these groups?.

4i4'
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Figure continued)

17. Have the objectives and expected outcomes of the needs.assesstent been.'
clearly articulated to.all concerned including students?

18. WhOse needs are to' be assessed. (specify subgroups, etc)?

19. In addition to the-needs assessment, what other concurrent requests are
-being made of students and other potential targets of the needs assess-
ment? Can the needs.agiessment be designed and the adMinistration of
the instruments timed so as to emphasize the importance of careful con-
sideration without putting undue burdenson students?

20.. How do'potential target audiences view needs ?. Are nteds perceived as
deficits.that must be hidden from peers and others to maintain a sense
of worth ?.. Are needs acknowledged as areas for.growth and developMent? .

21. What types of needs are to be assessed?..

22. In what form and through what methods Will the needs assessment data he
collected?

23: What assessment instruments will.be used-(e.g., active listening, inter-
views, questionnaires, Observationssee Appendices A -F)?

24. Will the instruments. to be used provide reliable -and valid information
about the' groups-to be assessed? _ v.

25. Will the process generate the kinds of information that were expected
(see #17)?

. .

.26. How will the data be analyzed'andreported? .

.27. How will the implicationS of the needs assessment data be drawn?'

28. What. will happen if the needs assessment findings suggest an institutiional
or divisional policy. change 'rather 'than additional student behavioral or
skill development? How will decision makers respond' to these data?

. .

29. How can the findings_be reported so that the data areused.by various
groups?

I

What changes in student affairs,policy'or.prograMming could accrue or
have taken place as a result:ofthe1needs assessftienef-,

1. Are students'-needs being' met as a result of #30 and have other needs
..

surfaced that require attention?' \

.32. What have student affairs staff and:students learned through the process?

A

.33. What changes should be.made in the process to optimizethechances'that
subsequent'ai'sessmenis can be effective?
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APPENDIX A

Instrument Categories

't
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APPENDIX A .

Instrument Categories*-

ActiVe Listening'.

In the active listeningspproach, students are sought out to

. 'discuss their situation.- The student affairs staff member -(data:

collecter)eXplains that the-discussion-is-intended 7to-illuminate-netatF,

(system wide, individual, or both) and encourages' the student to present

or.her viewof needs. Only'probing and clarifying questions are asked

and the discussion is recorded on audio tape or in extensive notes.

Structured Interview

In a structured interview, specific questions.are asked of all.

-respondents. Usually the interview his an approxitate fixed length;.

.

the student affairs staff member. works from a list:Of.questions and may

ormay not share them with the student.. The questions are presented

in sequence; appropriate probing questions are often anticipated on the

interview protocol sheet. If the:respondent strays from the quesiiOn

that information may be.disregarded. If the questions.aie not.relevant--.

to the respondent1.imitedLoPpottunityAs_7:provided4or-Irestrueturing7:-

them. Data-are usuallyrecorded on a form; interviews may be audio-
.

taped as a.Secondary *Tree of information.,.
.

Questionnaire
,

The questionnaird can be relatively client centered or system
. -

centered, depending on its approach./ It may include questions which'

address needs directly, such as "Do you need help with ?",or it may

* A modified.versionof materials prepared by. Martha. Williams,.the.NETWORK;
Andover, MA, for'the 1978 National Dissemination Forum.

50
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-,ask for information only indirectly related to the respondent's

perception of need, such as "Do students on your floor seek quiet'

plaCes to study ?" In the latter case, the information- seeking question

May be followed by a:moreopen7ended.Auestion, such as a "why" question.

These may require a forced choice response (selection of one response

from four or five options).

The' questionnaire can probe information, opinions, or attitudes.

Because it is a paper-pencil technique, instructions are usually con-

tained on thequestionnaire form and little guidance or encouragement
.

is given for expanding'the boundaries of the instrument. It can be

administered individually or in large groups, through the mail or in

persOn.

Checklist ,

A checklist, like a questionnaire and structured interview,, can

contain items directlx,related to neecr(such as a checkliSt ofAieed

4 4

areas) or items indirectly, related to needs, such as a checklist of

student characteristic's or both. The respondent is,required?.4to select

frowamohg.aairly extenaiVesioup of alterhatiVed. The choices are
\ 4 1

usually not limited to two; usually several responses can be checked,

and Often the respo ses are to be prioritized. Also checklists can

be used to codify arc ival.data (information routinely collected such

as residence hall damage'reports roommate changes, participationA.ates

in various student activities, etc.).
,.:.

Observation

'Student affairs staff using observation guidelines work at the

site of activity and record with' coded or structured data collection

51



formats what they see and hear. This approaCh requires e observer .

to adopt a perspective from which the clients' reality a e inter-
]

preted. Because -of' the lack of.interaction between Ob e verl, and.

student -the pergpective 16 not biased br influenced/ the ;tudents.

Additional Hints

In selecting a partiCuIar type of instrument, t e dynam cs of ,

using the instrument should'be considered. If for ple, interviews

and questionnaires are used, the needs ,assessment may wish to

consider the following:

Interviews

i

Require time of both interviewees and nterviewers;
4

Require scheduling of appointments at utuaily !agreed u onl I

times and places;. I

I

Provide'opportunity for clarificatiO of questions and

responses With reSpdhdents;

t concerns.

1

Proliide a detailed look at,responde

Questionnairesr

. Require.initial.staff time in deve

questionnaire for local use;

gping otAdapting a

.Cri be self-administered by.respon ent at their convenience

but mayfictbe.returned; .

Provide - iniormation in'rea ily\quant4iable form.

4
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Obseivation_
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Use observation techni u s whe :

1.: First
\

hand exper ehce is required;

!
::. '',, % \ ', i',-. -' *1 'e .1

. 2. Respondents may not.be a le to provide required inIormati661 -,-,r

3. The data collecti n plan: can afford (fiscal and human resources)

\ , .

the time requiredfor-leni hy observations..c\

APPENDIX

Observation

\.MajOr StAfi:

1.. Determine the observation format includings:

a: Extent to which Observation guide is structured
,

observations

prior to

b. Extent to which observer is. or is not a particiPant in the

activity being observed:
)

c.. Extent to which the situation to be, observed is natural

or contrived:
C

d. 'Extent'to-which subjects are aware o observer's role and

purpose.

. . ' , 1 :, -

2Identify_site_ori_Observational_situation.,

- /7 .

:.

3. Gain acceSs.or'permission to observe - establish an agreement,

. . . , .

4. Take overt. OrcOVert role ot observer.

5. Establish trust and rapport (may, not. be necessary if eibservation:

4

is unobtrusive).

6. Record observations using, one or-more of the following:

a. Predetermined schedule or checklist;

b.. .Notetakingin narrative form;...

c. ,Tape record observations as they :occur.
.

5 a
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7. Analyze Observations through focusing and categorizing process.

8. Write report summarizing observations.

For further information about observational techniques:

Bogdan, R., & Taylor, S.J. Introduction to qualitative research methods.
New York: Wiley, 1975.

Jahoda, M., Deutsch, M., & Cook, S.W. Research methods in social relations.
New .York: Dryden,.1951.

McCall, J., & Simmons,J.L. Issues it-participant observation_. Reading, MA:
Addison-Wesley,J969.
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APPENDIX C

Questionnaires /Surveys /Inventories

Usela survey questionnaire when:

1.' Wide' distribution iS necessary (and. resources will not permit.

telephone interview);

2. A sense of privacy is needed;

'Complete uniformity in the manner.in.which questions are

posed is necessary to. avoid biasing responses;

4. Presence of interviewers are likely to affect responses;

5. Respondent needs time-to secure or check 'the required information;

6. Obtaining unanticipated definitions of situations and.

quantifiable responses is not desired;-

7. .Self administration and logistical ease is desired;

8. . Cost .must be. kept to a.minimum.

Major_steps:

1. Specify information to be gathered.

2. Frame required questions according to the following criteria:

i. Clear and understandable;

b. -Logical sequence;

c. Spacing and clear response format;

d,. Pretest qUestionnAire and modify if needed.

3. Determine to whom and how questionnaired will 'be

and how.a.high return, rate can be realiZed.

a. 'Distribute and tollect at meeting of respondents;

Istributed

b. Self-addressed stamped_ nvelope for return,

/ .

4. Compile results of questionnaire And summarize.



For further information about, questionnaire and survey. techniques:

Berdie,, D.R., & Anderson, J.F. Questionnaires: Design and use.

Metuchen, N.J.: Scarecrow, 1974.

Oppenheim, A. Questionnaire design and attitude measurement. New

York: "Basic Books, 1966.

Hyman, H. The interview in social research. Chicago: University of.

Chicago Press, 1954.
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APPENDIX D

Interviews

Use interviews when:
).

1. It is necessary to'obaerve-niA-only what students say but

how ( .g.,,evasive, reluctant);..

2. It is necessary to build up. and maintain rapport to keep

.respondent interested and motivated to finish questions;

3.. tlati participation 132. target group is needed;

4. The tarpt.audience is accessible;

5. Supplemental information may be needed for respondent's

understanding and to prevent misinterpretation of the

questions;

6. Resources-will allow.for expense of this method;

7. It is necessary for respondent to react tovisual Materia a;

8. Spontaneous reactions are necessary with sufficient time and
'.

probes to,recall relevant information;
, ,

:; 9. Information about' the students' personal characteristics:

and environment are needed to interpret results and'evalWate

the representativeness of the persons surveyed;.

10. Time and resources permit proper training and supervision of

interviewers (otherwise'lnaccurate or'incoMplete data may be

_
recorded).

Major steps:

1. Specify focus of interviewinformation to be gathered and

,target audience characteristics.
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2.. Establish time, frame and identify interviewers.

3. Develop questions to be included 'in interview.

a. Motivation forstudent to respond;

b. Give the'students an opportunityto influence poliCy or

Procedures through theinterView;.

c. Be prepared for interview;

d. Establish rapport;",

e. Record responses using students' own words;

5.

f, Be prepared toigobe_for clarification, amplication, etc;

g. Summarike Major points with the respondent at the end of,the

interview as validity check.

..Analyze and eVelute each interview as soon as it is cOmpletef;,

Compile information from series of interviews into Categories

of:responses-and prepare a summary.'

For further information on. interviewing techniques:

Bingham, W., & Moore, B. How to interview. New York: Harper, 1959.

. ,. ,

Gordon, R. Interviewing strategies, techniques and tactics.- Homewood, IL:

J)orsy, 1969.. .'
a

Lofian,J. Analzz'ist_...rlsc2LFi4.--settins--- BelmOnt CA: Wadsworth, 1971.-H----

Richardson,'S.K., Dohrenwend, 3., & Klein, D. Interviewing: It's forms _

and fuhctions. New York: Basic Books, 1965.

Wolf-, R. Strate ies for conductin naturalistic evaluation in socio-
educational settings. Occasional Paper Series of the Evaluation
Center, Western Michigan Universitye 1979.

Merton, R., Fisk, M., & Kendall, P. The-focused interview: A manual

of iroblems and procedures. Glenco, IL: Free Press, 1956.



Appendix E'

Existing DoCuments

Use existing documents when:

1. Appropriate records are easily And legallY accessible;.

2. Resources limit the use of more expensive data gathering methods;

3., Time and space restrictions do not permit direct access to target

population;

,

Naturally occurring data from the setting are desired as opposed to

more contrived data"from interviews, questionnaires, etc. ( "Let the
.

,

\

record speak for itself.").;

5. Information is needed to supplement and substantiate informaiion

obtained through interviews and other methods;

6.. Potential. errors in records can be. recognized and,ameliorated

through other needs assessmenttechniques;. .

7. Comparisons,across record-keeping systems are feasible (similar
./'

formats, language, type of infOrmatIon);

Repeated mearifes of values, attitudes, etc. are desired over time.

tsajor Steps:

. Determine data desired from records;
a

2. Determine appropriate sources or data (Random stratified or purposiVe

sample of available documents is preferable);

3.. Contact petsons in charge of-appropriate_records-an'.
\

access-to-

.

records.

4. Reviewyecords for desired information using document anillysis tech
.
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niquei (More than one judge.is desirable for sUbsets of documents);

5. SumMarie information-obtained from each record or document with

P

attention given to issues of completeness and accuracy ;

Collapse information across records using emergent categories to

gain more general picture .

Possible sources of archival material include, but are not limited to:

1) Official reports and documents

"Student transcripts;

Evaluation of professors;

R.A. reports;

student affairs units' reports on particular programs;

Student government-meeting minutes;

Library checkout records;

Campus security reports.

,Unofficial andpersonal records-

Student affairs staff. plans and diaries;-

Articles in student newspaper"...

For further information about arChival material, consult:

AndersOn, D.,,Z Benjaminson, P. Investigative reporting, Bloomington, IN:
Indiana University. Press, 1976. "-

Guba, E. Toward a methodolo: of naturalistic in uir for educational
evaluation, CSE Monograph Series No. 8, Los Angeles, CA: UCLA,
Center for the Study of Evaluation, 1978.

Holsti, O.R. Content analysis for the social sciences and humanities.
Reading, MA: Addison Wesley. Publishing Co., 1969.

Williams, P.N. Investisative reporting and editing. .Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey: .Prentice Hall, 1978.
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Advantages

Appendix F

AdVantages-and DisadVantages of Structured vs. Unstructured
Data Gathering Methods '

More Structured Instruments And Procedures

1. Can be efficiently administered;
2. Yield uniform responses that can be quantified' and.easily categorized;
3. More suitable for'problem verification;
4. Relatively inexpensive.

,Disadvantages

\
.

1., May reflect assumptions and biases that influence the results;
2. Limit the%range of responses;
3. Lititthe depth of responses. ,,

,

Less Structured Instruments' and Procedures

, 7-

.Advantaam

.1i More suitable for problem identification and expi.iiation;
2.. Less likely to syStematically influence theresults (CAVEAT: .interviewer,

_bias may be present, however);'
3. Provides opportunity to clarify respondent answers; .

4. Permits in depth andfar. ranging'responses.

DisadVantages.

1. Accessible to individial interpretation;
2. Responses aredifficUlt-to collate and synthesize;
3. Time consuming;
4. RelatiVely expensive


